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Introduction
I first became attracted to the Awatere district, which
lies 24 kilometres south-east of Blenheim on the road
to Kaikōura, when driving the long winding trek from
the Dashwood turnoff up to Molesworth Station with
my mate Rob Suisted while doing our Molesworth
book. So many stories seemed to be floating past us,
and such interesting country, especially where the
Awatere fault breaks cover, and it felt like there was
another book here.
But above all I have tried to tell the story of the
Awatere through the eyes of the rich vein of characters
who have called it home. Legends like ‘Shirty of the
Muller’, who used to boast that he employed 30 staff
at any one time, ten coming, ten on the station and
ten going as they were fired. And the remarkable
J. L. Peter who used to say that ‘every district needs
its crank’ and he was happy to be the Awatere’s.
The first sight of the Awatere is usually the
lush green of the vineyards on the plains when in
seasonal production mode, and then as you turn
right and drive up the valley it’s the familiar browns
and golds of the classic, knobbly kneed Marlborough
hill and high country, rising to 1000 metres at the
end of the road.
The Awatere is a loping, braided river, narrow at
the top, then fanning out into the flats as it makes its
way to the sea 110 kilometres from its inception high
up on Molesworth. The Māori definition of Awatere
is ‘fast flowing river’, which in full cry is certainly true
but when it’s really low you could skip across it in a
pair of Red Bands.
The commanding geological feature of the valley,
is, of course, Mount Tapuae-o-Uenuku, an extinct
volcano whose pitiless and indifferent presence stares
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down on the humans scurrying along in its shadows.
It sets the Awatere apart from any of the river valleys
in Marlborough, and is the defining feature of the
countryside. It is a unifying force as both Māori and
Pākehā see it as ‘our mountain’ and residents in the
valley know they’re home from Blenheim when it
comes into view as they hit the long straight flats west
of the Awatere River.
The other reason for writing the book is that, as a
former farming editor, I have always been fascinated
by how rural communities have managed to survive
disruptive changes with markets, social forces and the
tidal wave of technology. Seddon has some unique
characteristics but it is also richly typical of the resilience of rural areas.
There are plenty of lessons for the rest of New
Zealand in how well the district has coped with the
massive changes in rural life over the past fifty odd
years that dismantled the stable and secure communities of the 1960s.
The wine industry has been so successful that
the Awatere Valley is now the second-largest wine
subregion in the country, with three and a half times
the production of the much-vaunted Central Otago
region, which actor Sam Neill does so much to brag
about! The returns have been uneven across the
Awatere district – some don’t feel part of its prosperity.
It’s not a panacea, but it has put real value back into
the valley, with an intensity that the pastoral industry can’t match, and has brought some very talented
people into the area to work.
‘The future ain’t what it used to be,’ Yogi Berra,
the American baseball coach famous for his peculiar phrases, once said, and he is right. The Seddon

community of 500 permanent residents has changed
dramatically with its loss of working families and
services such as the doctor and the post office, while
even the pub closed in 2017. But its strengths lie in its
sinews, which still flex thanks to community activists
refusing to accept the status quo and launching all sorts
of positive initiatives to keep the town in good heart.
The valley itself is sparsely populated; perhaps
up to 1000 people call it home on a more permanent basis. This makes its achievements even more
remarkable.
In order to write a more recent history of the
valley, one has to step back into the past. Māori used
the Awatere as one of its pounamu (greenstone) river
access ways to the West Coast and early European
history was dominated by the familiar pattern of a few
clever squatters occupying vast areas of land.
The Liberal governments of Ballance and Seddon,
determined not to repeat the patterns of the English
past, broke up the big estates and Seddon was formed
from the division of the Starborough estate and some
of Richmond Brook. The well-established pastoral
farming pattern served Seddon well for over 80 years
but was becoming increasingly unsustainable on the
smaller farming blocks, especially as subsidies were
removed.
The wine industry began to emerge in the mid
1980s, despite severe warnings that it would not take
hold in the valley. It has flourished but not everybody
accepts its offering and the feeling persists that it has
done little for the township of Seddon.
I must pay tribute to Bert Kennington’s 1978
history of the Awatere, one of the best local histories around, and something of a talisman in my

attempts to present a contemporary view of the district.
My contribution is not a journal of record but an attempt
to give an overview of the valley and how it has changed.
I’ve also taken a narrower interpretation of the Awatere
than Kennington, simply because of the wealth of material to cover, limiting it to the Awatere River catchment
area, although I recognise the Awatere district can be seen
as being wider than this.
One event for me, sums up the spirit of the Awatere
district. It was a rugby match between the Wellington
Lions and the Tasman Makos, held at Seddon in August
2017 to raise funds for earthquake repairs to the Awatere
Rugby Club’s clubhouse.
On the eastern side of the ground were huge stock
trucks drawn up in a line, people hanging half over the
top sides of each truck. They had a great view while
giving passers-by walking underneath a hard time.
A roaring trade was being conducted with surprisingly
edible hamburgers. Many folk were dressed in swannis,
shorts and boots with calf muscles the size of hubcaps –
and that’s just some of the women; the men were
even stockier!
It was the poor man’s grandstand at a ten-dollar
entry fee and bring your own truck, compared to the
lovely white hospitality tent on the western side of the
ground where it was fifty dollars. I said to photographer
Jim Tannock: ‘You’d never see that in Wellington,’ and he
replied: ‘You wouldn’t see it in Blenheim either, and that’s
only 25 kilometres away.’ The great thing about having fun
while supporting the community is that organisers netted
$27,000 from the afternoon’s entertainment, made more
enjoyable by the Makos thumping the Lions 56–33, very
annoying to a Wellingtonian such as myself.
I must confess I could have written two books on
the Awatere, there is so much of interest there, so my
commiserations to any who feel left out. I hope you get as
much pleasure reading about the Awatere as I have done
in writing about it.
Harry Broad

JIM TANNOCK
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Looking across the south bank of the
Awatere with some attractive tree
plantings prominent. JIM TANNOCK

PART 3

THE LOWER
VALLEY

Carolyn Ferraby striding down an avenue of flowering
hawthorns, just a small part of her gardens of international
significance. DAVE HANSFORD

Barewood Garden
Strength and stamina have always been a key part of
June Ryan’s make-up in her remarkable career as both
a high-country farmer and then a low-country grape
grower in the Awatere.
These traits sure came in handy one evening in
the Upper Awatere when she danced most of the
night away. The last man standing on the dance floor
was the local roadman and he gave up around 2.30
in the morning. This was at a rabbiter’s cottage near
Duntroon – ‘a chap named Ron McGregor and his
wife lived there and was very good to us,’ recalls June.
However, June didn’t get off scot-free in this
episode. ‘I won and had to walk home to Duntroon.
I went to bed and when I got up in the morning I
could hardly walk. I came out to the kitchen and Matt
Oswald who I worked for asked “what’s wrong with
you?” and I told him and he thought it was a great
joke. He hid me out on the farm for three days and
I did next to nothing until I could walk again. If his
wife Adelaide had found me out, there would have
been trouble. I came right, though. I’ve never forgotten
what old Matt did for us. He was a good man.’
June had gone up the Awatere as a land girl aged
18 in the mid 1950s, working for the Oswalds on
Duntroon, but she had cut her teeth on her father’s
Sounds property. When the family moved into town
she had tried nursing but it wasn’t for her. ‘I was
hopeless. I said to my father, “I can look after your top
end but I can’t look after your bottom end.” Funnily
enough, I’ve had my arm up cattle and I’ve crutched
a lot of sheep since going farming but I couldn’t do it
with people.’
It would be fair to say that courting rituals
were reasonably primitive in those days. She met
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her husband Tony Ryan when the governess of the
Oswald’s children, Dorothy Thompson, and she, used
to walk down the road. They met the Ryans when she
was dodging going to church. ‘It was different to the
kind of courting you’d do now.’
She left the valley to go and care for her ill father
in Picton but that didn’t deter Tony, who had already
proposed, and would come to visit on his motorbike.
He had bought her a £50 engagement ring but only a
£3 wedding ring.
‘The thing was there was just no money. And I
wasn’t used to money anyway, because I had been
brought up without any. Fifty pounds in those days,
1959, was a lot and he would have had to ask for it
from his father and then the wedding ring – and I
haven’t got small hands!’ Her own father was an electrical engineer and very talented with his hands and
he made her wedding dress.
She married, went back up to The Jordan and
they had five children in five years.
June recalls the first year of married life as the
toughest she ever had. ‘Oh it was the pits, it was
utterly devastating. It wasn’t the getting used to someone, it was having a child. There you are, a healthy, fit
person and all of a sudden you are starting to feel very
unwell for three months and you don’t know what’s
striking you. You see animals having young ones but
you don’t equate it to yourself.’
But she did go on to have another eight kids. ‘I
was only 20 and pretty dumb but once you learn, you
learn, and you get used to anything. It got easier the
more that I had.’
It would be fair to say that June prided herself
more on her farming skills than her domestic duties.

‘I did a lot of stock work at The Jordan, I cut a lot of
mānuka by hand with scrub bars. I did the practical
things, but the actual breaking in of the land was
done by my husband and Bill Gordon. They used
to drive two bulldozers in tandem with a wire strop
between them and drive down into the mānuka scrub;
they often couldn’t see where they were going,’ June
remembers.
And once the kids started coming they often
tagged along on the farm and the older ones did some
of the upbringing of the younger ones. The kids went
everywhere with them. June could crutch 600 sheep
a day and they just hung the kids in the wool bins. A
Plunket/district nurse arrived one day when the kids
were hanging there and remarked on how well they
all looked.
The Jordan at this stage was about 12,000 acres
(4856 hectares) and a lot of that was scenery. It was a
family farm. The father, Michael Thomas Ryan, was
an amputee from the war and he and his wife Elsie
Martha moved there in 1947. His war pension kept
the farm going in the down times and if anything
extra was wanted he put his pension in. Tony Ryan is
still remembered in the valley as a good rugby player,
making many appearances for the Red Devils, the
Marlborough representative team.
‘Tony was 31 when we married. We had our own
place and my brother-in-law Terry lived with us.
He was a very bright man. He should have been in
a university teaching history. He was a good worker
although not very practical but if you needed someone to write a letter to officialdom, he was your man.’
She also remembers her mother-in-law, Elsie,
with great respect. ‘It was her second marriage and

she was very talented in writing. She published two
books of poems and had quite a few write ups, she
was also good at spinning and dyeing wool. Dad died
in 1969 and Mother in 1978. Dad died with little
money; he was a generous man with what he had and
they were both very good to me.’
The brothers kept farming together. June says she
couldn’t have asked for a better husband or brotherin-law, and she couldn’t have asked for a better life.
‘We worked for things. We didn’t always buy what we
needed. One time Tony went into town for a dishwasher and came home with a TV because that’s what
I wanted.’
They left The Jordan in the early 1980s, with Tony
sick of ‘this government interference’. June explains:
‘It was a pastoral lease and after they did a review they
promised us 7500 acres and it got down to 2500 acres.’
They went to Blenheim first and then bought the
Starhill property up the Awatere where son Ned is now
and the Te Hau property in 1988. Tony died in 1990.
‘We bought Starborough and tried cropping but it
was sheer hell. I was a square peg in a round hole there
to be honest and I was pleased to sell. And we then
went to Kainui, which was another stock farm, so we
went back to sheep and beef for 15 years.’
Having put elder son Christopher up on the
Bolton farm in 1998, and buying her current place for
a retirement block, she decided to go into grapes with
son John on a 50/50 basis. She cheerfully confesses
that the only thing she knew about grapes was how to
eat them. It’s been ‘an exhilarating ride’.
But it was the best decision she ever made, even
though ‘when you go into grapes you don’t owe thousands, you owe millions’. In that first year she says it
cost around $60,000 a hectare to get them up and
running. June knew she was fortunate to own the land,
and funnily enough liked being in debt, saying she had
only ever been out of debt in her married life for six
months and didn‘t like it.
She acknowledges some helpful advice from
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lazy churchgoer, but without a belief you have nothing – you are no better than a sheep standing out in
the paddock.’
She also has great faith in the Awatere. ‘It’s a
great valley with a great past. A lot of people hate the
wind but with grapes I see it as a blessing, it helps to
spread the flowers and it keeps a lot of disease
down.’ It’s a life where June has not just survived,
but thrived.

Luxuriant wisteria envelops the lovely classic farmhouse. JIM TANNOCK

Andrew Diack of the National Bank, and he helped
them greatly; as did contractor Paddy Cooper at Black
Birch, whom June felt had a lot of vision, talking them
into grapes in 2005.
The timing was fortunate because when the
global financial crisis rolled into Seddon they were
well placed to cope. Now, in a good year, net returns
from a hectare of sauvignon grapes should be
$12,000–$15,000 compared to the pastoral farming
option of $500 a hectare.
But her heart is still in the hills and she is tempted
to buy a high country station again.
So what is it that drives her? ‘I have done well.
I have more money than I know what to do with. I
could walk out of this big new house and live in a
warm little shack and be quite happy. What drives
me is seeing something grow. As I try to tell my

grandkids, the only person you have to look up to is
yourself. If you are proud of yourself and how you
treat people, you’ve got nothing to answer for.’
June is unapologetic about the role capital gains
has played in securing her future, acknowledging
that the ability to trade up on her properties has
been critical to her success, and she is modest about
whether she has a good business brain or not. She
says she’s not ashamed to ask someone about things
she doesn’t know and there are always people who
can give her a hand.
‘A lot of the time I have a gut feeling whether
something is going to work or not and I think over
the years you pick up a whole lot of different things.’
She says she was a Methodist who converted to
Catholicism because Tony was a strong Catholic. ‘It
was one less thing to have an argument about. I am a

‘Every district needs its crank and I suppose I q
 ualify
for this area,’ Awatere farming legend John Peter
used to laugh about himself. ‘No, I’m not worried
what the neighbours think because that is probably
what they say about me as well.’1
John (or JL as he was known) was all sinew and
stamina and could work faster than men twenty
years younger. He owned Awapiri Station, then
bought properties in the Dashwood and out at Cape
Campbell. He was a renowned sheep breeder, always
open to suggestions as to how he could do better,
and he became a mentor to many.
He despised the Corriedale, seeing it as a ‘rich
man’s sheep’ and bred Merino-Lincoln crosses and
then crossed them with Poll Dorsets and South
Suffolks, which gave him a great blend of wool
and meat. He bred such big rangy animals that the
shearing gangs must have groaned going to his place
and having to shear his ‘JLephants’, as his stock
became known.
His son Andy says it was all about performance
for him. He wouldn’t conform to any of the sheep
breed societies and his were never registered stock.
He won a Grasslands Memorial Trust Award in
1982, in recognition of his stock performance and
for progress at Cape Campbell.
Leaving school at 14, with little formal learning,
JL was powered by an insatiable curiosity and desire
for knowledge coupled with a sense of humour so
dry it was almost as combustible as the many fires
he lit around the district in the interests of land
clearance.
‘He was a product of the slump, and the family
went broke on the farm in South Canterbury. John
grew up in Kaikōura in very hard times. He grew
up with an ambition to make better of himself. They
were branded by the slump, those people who grew
up in it,’ says eldest son Bill. JL started shearing and
mustering in the summer, then contract fencing and
culling deer and goats for skins in the winter.

Carolyn Ferraby. JIM TANNOCK

If you heard the clip clop of horses through the
streets of Kaikōura late at night it could have been
the sound of JL returning home from a poaching
expedition with a heap of deer skins thrown over
the saddle. Bill Chisholm of Molesworth must have
known but he never caught him.
Another son, Rob, remembers that when his
dad took on the Clinton block up the Puhi Valley

Barewood Garden 11
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PART 5

THE WINE
INDUSTRY

Don’t tell him he can’t do it
‘Everyone said that Seaview was called Little Siberia,
we’d be crazy to plant out here, our vines would blow
over and when it was wet we’d never get across our
paddocks, so there were no positives for coming out
here at all,’ laughs Peter Yealands, recalling his decision to create a vineyard at Seaview, on the coastal
south bank of the Awatere River.
He now has over 1100 hectares on the various
farms he has bought there, is close to producing two
million cases of wine with a $100-million turnover,
employs over 100 permanent staff and has up to 260
pruners in the season. Not bad for someone whose
mantra is that you only stop having ideas when
you’re dead.
He says he’s proud Yealands Estate Wines is now
about the sixth largest wine company in the country,
seeing themselves as a local, family-based company,
and with all staff and shareholders as family. Their
brand is the largest-selling brand in Marlborough,
and the fastest-growing brand in the country.
‘The way to get me to do something is to say that
it’s impossible. I’m aware of that and I try to avoid it
but the truth is, if somebody gives me a challenge I
can’t resist it. It’s been like that all my life. It’s just the
way I am’, says Peter.
This would also be true of his first venture into
the wine industry in 1998 when he bought a property
at Grovetown. There were 28 hectares of swampy
ground looking for a sense of purpose. He almost
‘backed’ into the wine industry; it was more about
using a piece of land well than becoming a big name
in the business.
At the time they bought, there was a lot of
hype in the viticulture industry. Rapaura Road was
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known as the golden mile because that’s where the
activity was. But there was no activity in the lower
Wairau. ‘When I asked around everybody said it was
too heavy and wet and wouldn’t be any good, but I
couldn’t be told. I found a heap of plants, which were
seconds and thirds because the good first-grade ones
weren’t available. I accumulated enough to plant 20
hectares and it was all marked out with a tape measure and high tensile wire, the old-fashioned way.’
They also went up to Northbank, buying in 1999
and developing the vineyard out of a riverbed. Soon
he had people tapping on his shoulder to buy it. ‘I
succumbed and sold it, and did alright out of that and
came out here,’ he says. In fact, they hit the rise in the
wine industry and netted $7 million from the sale.
It’s not just a matter of being good with his hands
and having an understanding of all kinds of machinery that makes him so accomplished. Peter also has
a great ability to conceptualise and think through
problems – he once said he does most of his thinking
sitting on a tractor.
Leaving school at age 14, and not ‘cursed by a
formal education’ means he’s had little idea of what
his limits are, so he keeps pushing them. He was
very strong physically, being known in his youth as
‘Packhorse Pete’, in part due to hauling 150-pound
sacks of potatoes while working in his father’s
grocery business.1
He then set himself up as a contractor, ‘made a
killing’ doing work at Wellington airport, and he and
his family were the first in Marlborough to obtain a
mussel farm. After making equipment for the mussel
industry, Peter ‘disappeared down the Sounds’ for ten
years, deer farming.

Yealands winery fits snugly into the curve of the land
and avoids the ‘faux French’ style of building that
dominates the landscape. JIM TANNOCK

Some thought that might be the last they heard
of him. Not so. The wine industry awaited.
Two of his major attributes has been a willingness to take on debt and the ability to hire people
‘far brainier’ than himself; preferring to be more of
a middle man, a catalyst and an instigator. While he
sets a high standard and displays a compelling work
ethic he is really pleased when others do well.
‘We have a board of directors and I’m an executive director but we do everything by consensus
and no one pulls rank. I have never run the business
as if I did have the total say. I have a senior executive team and they are all far cleverer than I am, so
between us we do things in a proper businesslike
manner and it works.’
Peter is also not afraid to back young talent. His
vineyard manager Gareth Goodsir was only in his
mid-twenties when he came out to manage what was
then 65 hectares of grapes. He recalls, ‘I had no idea
what grapes were when I started. I had just finished
a deep-sea fishing course then decided fishing wasn’t
for me. I got a fair old lecture from dad and was sent
out next morning to go and find work. The first place
I came to was a vineyard.’
After working in various vineyards, Goodsir
ended up at Yealands and loves the challenge of the
Awatere. ‘We’ve got four vineyards in the Wairau,
which I also manage – it’s only about a hundred
hectares in there. It’s ten times easier to manage in
the Wairau, with the heavier soils that make the vines
easier to grow and you don’t have the extremes of
weather like the Awatere.’
With shallow silt-loam soils on top of hard
impenetrable clay in the Awatere, Gareth explains

they do most of their growing in about the top six
inches of soil. This is quite intensive and timeconsuming, but it’s far more important to get that
right, and is what he sees as their point of difference.
It’s also a team effort and he acknowledges his
two assistant managers and the permanent staff as
being critical to the success of the vineyards. ‘We
have a fantastic retention of staff; generally the only
people to leave are those we can’t provide career
progression for, and very rarely do we lose a person
to another company.’
Similarly, Peter Yealands appointed the previous
winemaker Tamra Washington at a young age and
she has more than repaid his belief in her. She is now
consulting to the company, with her position presently filled by Jeff Fyfe.
He says they are trying to produce wine that
has great varietal concentration. ‘If we are making
sauvignon blanc then it should have lovely stone
fruit characters; we are looking for balance.’ He says
they’re about wines ‘with a little bit more restraint;
we let
the fruit talk for itself. It’s a reflection of what our
land produces, and the wines we produce from this
vineyard have massive length or massive acidity.
The signature of the whole Awatere valley is
mineral acidity.’
He remembers when Peter wanted to plant a red
variety nobody else was growing, so he came up with
tempranillo, a Spanish variety. Despite being told
they were mad because there was no way to ripen it
here, it is their best-selling wine at the cellar door. Jeff
believes the global demand for their sauvignon blanc
is nowhere near its peak, ‘and we will run out of land
much quicker than the customer will run out of thirst.’
Peter’s own role has certainly changed from the
somewhat shy, retiring man who preferred driving his
machines to meeting people. ‘I like selling the product
and I handle most of the company’s larger clients. We
have a good personal relationship with them and that
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does involve a lot of overseas travel. I like being at
home with my family and live for the weekends and
getting out of the house and I live for meeting people
and facilitating crazy ideas.’
Peter has also become something of a lightning
rod for controversy and he uses the famous phrase:
‘It is difficult to cover your arse and your face at the
same time’, meaning if something happens, such as
his wife going to Nelson to look after a grandchild,
then a rumour will start up immediately that she has
left him. ‘Bad news always sells and good news is
forgotten. By nature, a lot of people tend to be knockers. I have always been a target and it’s like water off a
duck’s back. It doesn’t worry me; if it did I wouldn’t be
here. I don’t seek recognition; I just do my own thing.’
At one point there was a rumour around the debt
he had incurred while building up the vineyards and
how severely his winery had been affected by the global
financial crisis. He is quite frank on this point. ‘I was
keen to get rid of the debt incurred getting through the
period; everyone lost a lot of equity when it happened
and to survive it meant extra borrowing. I had run with
debt long enough and it was time to clear it.’
The subsequent sale of 85 per cent of the business to the Marlborough Lines company certainly
engendered a lot of controversy with some in the wine
industry saying that if they had wanted to invest in
Yealands they would have bought shares in it!
Peter is a strong believer in the value of local
ownership. ‘Rather than sell to an overseas company –
and there were plenty of them wanting to buy – what
better scenario is there than finding a buyer on your
back doorstep that involves the whole community?’
His sustainability journey is interesting, given that
he used to bulldoze the Wairau River without consent. ‘The RMA is a very good act but it is abused and
the processes that you have to go through are bloody
terrible. I am more of a doer, I hate bureaucracy and I
don’t comply with a lot of things because it’s quicker
to get on and do it than wait for consent for years.

Providing you do these things consciously trying to
look after the environment and not being stupid, then
that is the way I am. Mind you, it’s just as well everyone is not like me,’ he grins.
He reflects that sustainability has played a role
since he and Vai moved to Kaiuma, in the Sounds, and
living ‘very close to nature’. He said they learned it was
best not to fight nature but to run with it and accept
it, and once they understood that, everything changed.’
As well as continuously improving energy systems
and their emphasis on reusing, Gareth explains how
their composting programme works, largely made
out of grape marc, lime, mussel shells, bark and wood
chip. They ‘can’t get enough of it’, but it takes time,
depending on how it brews and getting the materials
together. They make about 40,000 tonnes, which will
do about 100 to 200 hectares a year.
Peter Yealands says he’s sometimes frustrated by
the slow pace of the wine industry: ‘There’s a need
for improvement in the regulations – sugar in wine
is a good example. We know that sugar is part of our
obesity problems; we have natural sweeteners such as
Stevia, but we’re not allowed to use it as an alternative,
and that to me is just absolutely crazy.’
An accomplished artist in her own right, Peter’s
wife, Vai, has been the quiet strength behind their
partnership, content to let her husband do the talking.
‘I just let him do what he wants. As long as he runs it
past me and does his homework, I’m happy with that,’
she smiles.
In many ways the Yealands don’t fit the profile of
wine connoisseurs. They don’t drink very much wine
and reportedly used to drink wine out of fruit juice
glasses – ‘Marmite glasses, actually,’ laughs Vai.
‘I have come to appreciate wine more,’ adds Peter.
‘I like a good wine of ours but I’m not a wine snob.
There is certainly nothing toffee-nosed about us.
We’ll sit down and drink a wine on an occasion, when
our daughter Danielle comes over, for example.’
In the best possible sense, whatever wealth they

Peter Yealands doesn’t set out to court controversy but it does seem to follow him. ‘I don’t seek recognition, I just do my own thing,’ he says. JIM TANNOCK

have accumulated is largely wasted on them, so long
as the family’s future is secured. Peter Yealands thinks
his wife would just as likely bring back money from
town than spend it; and most goes in the bank. ‘We
live on the smell of an oily rag; it was the way we were
brought up. If we buy a cake of chocolate we think it’s
a treat,’ says Vai. And when Peter lost a lot of weight,
he didn’t waste money on a new pair of trousers. Vai
took his old pair in for him and they fit well!

It is impossible for Peter Yealands to sit still and
his idea of taking it easy seems to mean only doing
six days a week instead of seven. ‘In terms of other
interests, we have got a little Wagyu beef operation
planned, we are planting mānuka – a joint venture
with Comvita and Kauri Park Nurseries to try and
identify what varieties and areas do best here; we’re
trialling large areas of the hill country in pine nuts
and are planning a truffery. ’

And there’s his generosity to good causes. A
host of local organisations in the community such
as the school and Plunket have benefitted, as has
the Department of Conservation, with him providing funding on the Queen Charlotte track (as well
as DOC staff receiving a little alcoholic relief they
weren’t allowed to buy with their own funding in
case the story ended up on the front page of the
Dom Post!)
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PART 6

THE UPPER
VALLEY

At his happiest out on the hills
The upper Awatere Valley certainly has an identity
of its own and the landscapes are partly responsible.
As you leave the spacious lower valley and its series
of river terraces and drive up from the Aotea, the big
lifts begin.
For some of the time you’re driving in narrow
valleys then up on the tops as the deeply incised river
gorges assert themselves. The geology becomes more
pronounced and there are some eccentric shapes and
sizes of rock.
The Awatere Fault breaks cover at one point,
lurking along the hillside in its trenched, sinister
formation, and serves as a timely reminder that those
advocating for the main highway to be re-routed here
following the Kaikōura earthquakes do not know
their geology.
The area has a feeling of solitude and space, and
as you cross over the various bridges it is easy to
forget just what a struggle it was to install them in the
first place.
The bridle track up the valley was first substantially upgraded in the early 1880s, and as Kennington
points out, ‘The formation of this road and the use of
the Awatere River bed as a road beyond Castle Creek
opened up the whole of the valley to wheel traffic.’1
The most dangerous area to ford was at The
Jordan, where an accommodation house provided
relief for travellers, and was often the first (and sometimes the last!) stop for farm workers on holiday. It
was bridged in 1896, with Castle Creek the final of
the creeks to be bridged in 1962.
Another vital link in the chain was the last 14
miles of access to Molesworth along the river bed,
which had resulted in many a vehicle coming adrift
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over the years. In 1950 it was decided to build an allweather road through Langridge Station.
There is a lovely story told by former employee
David Mason about Shirty of the Muller trying
to get into town for the races and dealing with the
river: ‘Shirty had a racehorse running in Blenheim.
He really wanted to go but it had rained and rained
and all the rivers were up. He was busy packing dry
willow wood on his truck so it would float. The head
shepherd was worried and tried to stop him but to no
avail, so he rang ahead to Glenlee, as the Grey River
was the hard one to cross, and they got a draught
horse ready on the Blenheim side of the river to pull
him out. Shirty turned up, and everybody was waving
to try and stop him but he just put his foot down,
hit the water and floated away. The motor stopped;
they threw Shirty a rope and the horse pulled him to
safety.’2
Isolation was a big factor in forging a separate
identity for the upper valley, and in giving free expression to characters like Shirty and Bill Chisholm.
Modern communications have certainly made a
difference to the tight-knit communities in terms of
mobility. Steve Satterthwaite of Muller Station laughs
when he recalls one young job hopeful who didn’t
make it in through the gates of the station once he
realised his cell phone couldn’t get reception.
Staff numbers have fallen dramatically and now
most of the big stations make do with just a few
permanents and some ring-ins at key times. Women
are playing more of a role in the practical farming
side, managing the stock, and then managing the
households.
The spirit of the upper valley is still strong and

Parts of Upcot Station are too steep for horses, leading to
the wry comment that horses would need suction caps to
stand up. ROB SUISTED

while the properties have a settled feel, there is a real
commitment to improvement. The runholders are
proud of their heritage and contribution to sustaining
the land. Their profound hope is that at least one of
their sons or daughters will carry on the farming tradition – another aspect that has shaped the character
of this area of the valley.

Aotea Station
Aotea Station is a kind of crossroads property. It is,
so far, the furtherest inland in the Awatere to have
grapes growing on it, but it is also a sheep and beef
farm, and it lies at the foot of the imposing hill that
leads into the upper Awatere valley.
Keith van Asch, who with wife Jackie farmed the
place for 35 years, has some fascinating family history
to secure his place in the valley, being the grandson of
Shirty of the Muller. ‘Shirty lived and worked on the
place for 62 years,’ says Keith, ‘and my father Ian and
mother Margaret went up there in 1953 after purchasing the place’.
Keith’s mother was one of Shirty’s daughters, and
she and Ian stayed there for 12 years, selling it to the
Satterthwaites in 1965. ‘Shirty was pretty frugal and
there weren’t a lot of improvements made,’ says Keith,
‘so in my father’s time they did a lot of roading, they
built huts, a woolshed and fencing.’
Keith van Asch said his parents were prompted
to move down to farm in the lower valley as his father
felt stressed with the responsibility of the men and

he was keen to farm in Seddon. His dad would say,
‘Give me 1000 acres at Seddon and I’ll run as many
ewes as I would on 100,000 acres at the Muller.’ The
Muller was sold before Keith left school, otherwise
he says he’d have been ‘interested to have had a crack
at the place’.
Keith purchased Aotea in 1973: ‘I wasn’t keen
on the places down in Seddon, it wasn’t my sort of
farming, and with a bit of family help I managed to
get in here quite early.’ When he bought, it was about
7000 acres and used to run right over the top of the
Black Birch range. ‘Aotea was pretty much covered in
mānuka and kānuka when we first came here and we
have had an ongoing programme of clearance. But it
was decided to retire some of that steeper country so
we’re back to 1400 hectares, all freehold.’
His son Marcus and wife Raychel took over the
place in 2008, running halfbred sheep, some cattle
and some grapes. ‘We have been lucky. I won’t say we
won’t have frost problems but for the last ten years
we have been able to get away with it, but it’s always
a worry,’ says Keith, who still helps out when needed
and still enjoys it.
‘This country is a bit different to most of the
Awatere. Lying to the south it suits halfbreeds more.
It is well watered, with great streams, and growth
during the dry summers is better due to less evaporation, less wind and a bit more rainfall. This property
has a really good mix of hill country and flats, and
there is potential for more grapes.’
An off-farm diversification has been around an
8-hectare block of grapes at Riverlands with a historic
stable on it dating back to the 1870s. The lovely old
barn was built by the Redwoods, who had Vernon
Run, and the van Aschs have made it into a popular
function centre, run efficiently by Jackie.
‘In terms of social change,’ he says, ‘people
have definitely got more mobile. When we were
at the Muller we only came out every two or three
weeks. The whole community gatherings seem to be
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different, where it used to be around church, now
there’s a variety of things for people to do.’
Keith van Asch is confident the valley is in
good heart. ‘The high-country farming is ticking
along well and the grapes are too. I have lived in the
Awatere all my life, it’s home to us. It’s a great place
with a great climate.’

Duntroon Station
‘We are the last branch of the Oswalds up here,’ says
Hamish Oswald. ‘It’s hugely important to me. I was
asked: “If someone walked up here and offered you
21 million dollars would you ever sell?” I said it’d be
bloody tempting, and then I thought no, not really;
it’s about the history here.’
Hamish, his wife Jane and their family are the
only branch of the Oswald family still farming up
the Awatere. Duntroon (40 kilometres from the
Dashwood turnoff ) is now 1300 hectares and currently running 5500 stock units based around a
medium-micron merino flock.
The Oswalds have one of the longest-running
family connections in the Awatere. Walter Oswald
arrived in New Zealand in 1906 and two years later
purchased Duntroon Station, which had been part of
the giant Weld’s Hill run. In 1931, Walter’s sons Matt
and Ed also leased Glendhu until 1936 when they
purchased it and the two properties were run together.
Ed died and Matt managed both properties until
1966 when Ed’s son Johnny came back and took over.
The original Duntroon Station was renamed Mt
Carmel and the two properties were run separately.
Matt and his wife Adelaide then took the name
Duntroon and applied it to Glendhu and farmed till
1975 when Matt died and his son Robert and wife
Trish took over. They ran it for 40 years, undertaking

some major developments, which led to a significant
lift in carrying capacity. Their son is Hamish, and his
farming motto is ‘be productive or be gone!’
‘We run from the north and south side of the
Tinline hills between the Awatere and the Medway,’
he explains. ‘About 60–70 per cent would be sunny.
We can be quite dry here so the country may not
hang on for quite so long in the summer. It’s swings
and roundabouts; each property has its own unique
features and you have to farm accordingly.’
Hamish Oswald says he’d like to leave something
for each of their three children; ‘Even if it isn’t farming itself, whatever they want to do, but the property
will stay within the Oswald family.’ Jane Oswald
works for the compliance team at the Marlborough
District Council in Blenheim and knows she has to
be well organised, dropping the kids off at Riverlands
School and daycare on her way to work.
Hamish’s biggest fear in terms of the future of
farming is foot and mouth disease. ‘It would devastate us; it would knock out 90 per cent of our income
overnight. It has become more of a threat with people
becoming so mobile. Border security works really
hard at trying to keep it out but there is more foot
and mouth in Asia than anyone realises and it can be
carried on a speck of mud the size of a pinhead on
somebody’s shoe.’
In contrast to Hamish’s desire to continue the
legacy, his father’s cousin Johnny, who farmed on
Mt Carmel successfully for thirty years until 1996
and who could build anything, has no regrets about
leaving and has made a positive transition into a
Blenheim property running grapes. ‘I live a wonderful life here. I’ve still got some interests up there – I
kept the logging rights to the trees and logged some
Douglas firs at Mt Carmel a while ago. There were
quite a lot of factors that decided me to finish up. I
wondered whether pastoral farming was going to last,
in particular pastoral leases and whether the weeds
weren’t going to beat them or economics or Labour

Bill and Nicky Stevenson mustering sheep at dawn, with a
fresh spring snowfall. ROB SUISTED

governments.’
Johnny says that it’s a more isolated lifestyle now
because there are no longer the communities up there,
for example there used to be a school at The Jordan in
his father’s time. ‘Because the roads get better, people
travel more. When Graham Black first started taking
one his boys down to Seddon for rugby practice I
thought, “Man, that’s nuts. Who would drive all that
way just for a kid to play rugby?” Within five years we
were all doing it, and the emphasis went from entertaining on the property to zooming into town.’
Johnny Oswald was a man ahead of his time,
warning of the dangers that wilding pines posed in
the high country, decades ago, and as he says with
some exasperation, ‘We’re back on the case; it’s suddenly become topical again after 40 years. I got very
cross with all sorts of people about the stupidity of
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